
TEAM SCHEDULING PROCESS FLOWCHART 

(Middle School/Junior High typically) 
 

 

 

 

 
 

  

Entry of Course Requests (for students with “teamed” courses and others such as electives) 

Divide Student into Teams 

  

Mass Assign 

Students to teams or manually assign 

students to their teams 

OF/FS/RP/PS/UT/ST 

 

Set up courses with appropriate 

Team Schedule Priority and set 

teams on section records. 

OF/FS/BC/CM/CM 

 

 Add student Requests by individual 

as needed. 

OF/FS/SS/BS 

Mass Assign Course 

Requests by Range or 

Individual 

OF/FS/RP/PS/UT/MA 

 

Mass Add Requests by Team 

OF/FS/RP/PS/UT/MA 

Run Pseudo Scheduler, repeat 

as needed          

OF/FS/SS/AS/GS 

Run Actual Scheduler 

OF/FS/SS/AS/GS 

 

 

Resolve conflicts 

for individual 

students. 

OF/FS/SS/BS 

Print student 

schedules 

OF/FS/RE/SS 

 

If you are using Teams for the first time add your 

Team codes you want to use.   

OF/FS/BC/PS/CO/ST 

Mass Add Students to New 

Entity 

ST/PS/UT/MA 

This step can be done any time 

prior to Request Entry  

 

 

Clone Current Year Course 

Master to Next Year 

OF/FS/PS/UT/CS 

  

Clean up conflict issues by 

moving sections. 

 

Scheduling Board 

OF/FS/BM/SB 

 

Update Section Master  

OF/FS/BC/SM 

Create course master including 

sections and meets.  This can be 

done by hand or with the help 

of the Master Builder and/or 

Scheduling Board 

OF/FS/BM/MS 

OF/FS/BM/SB 
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Additional Information and Steps 

 

1. If you have a “rotation” of classes, where all the students in one of the classes the first 

day of the year cycle through the rest of the rotation together as a group, you may wish to 

use a “blocker” course to hold the period of the day during the actual scheduling run.  

This will then block the period of the day (i.e. 4
th

 period) for the student.  You can then 

mass add the students to each section of the rotation of classes together. 

Example – your students rotate through Library, Computer Basics, Family Living, and 

Spanish Intro.  You have 3 periods where this occurs. 

Create a course “Rotation 

Block.”  Create 3 sections, 

one for each period where 

the rotation occurs. 

Create rotation courses 

(Manual Scheduling type), 

Sections, Class Meets 

OF/FS/BC/CM 

 

 

 

Mass assign course request 

to all students in the grade 

level for “Rotation Block.”  

 

Do NOT assign the actual 

Rotation courses as 

requests. 

OF/FS/RP/PS/UT/MA 

 

 
Build master schedule, 

keeping in mind that the 

rotation classes will meet 

during the “blocker” 

course’s periods. 

OF/FS/BC/CM 

 

 

Run Auto Scheduler 

OF/FS/SS/AS 

Run utility to mass add students from the scheduled blocker class section to 

each of the Rotation course’s sections. 

Example- section 01 of Blocker will have its students mass added to 01 of 

Library, 02 of Computer, 03 of Family Living, and 04 of Spanish.  Blocker 

section 02 would go to 01 of Computer (first term), 02 of Family Living, 03 

of Spanish, and 04 of Library.  
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